RETURN
ON INPUT
Valley Defines the New ROI
®

Valley Irrigation

ADVANCING
IRRIGATION
TECHNOLOGIES
For more than 60 years, Valley Irrigation has been the industry
leader in designing, manufacturing and servicing the most reliable
and durable center pivot and linear irrigation machines in the world.
We’ve developed and implemented cutting-edge components
that extend the life of your irrigation machines, innovative methods
to transfer water from the source to the crops, and modern
technologies that save labor, time and money.
®

Our purpose is to continually improve the utilization of every resource
while maximizing yields. In short, we want to provide the greatest
return on input (ROI) through irrigation technologies that are fitting to
your operational demands.
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Most growers tend to
look at ROI as the return
on investment – it’s
what we’ve all been
groomed to do.
At Valley, we look at it
differently. We see ROI
as minimizing the input it
takes to maximize yield.

RETURN
ON INPUT
Minimizing Inputs While
Maximizing Outputs
We understand that a financial investment in the right irrigation methods
and products isn’t the only input growers need for successful production.
Inputs to us are more than gears and steel in the field. They include water
and electricity, seeds, fertilizers and chemicals, technology and control,
time and labor, knowledge and experience.
Valley Irrigation has an obligation to each grower: to ensure each of these
inputs is not only acknowledged, but gains a solid and significant return.
That’s the Valley version of ROI.
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FEEDING A
GROWING WORLD
The Role of Irrigation

WORLD POPULATION

2015

7.3 billion

Growers around the world are searching for ways to make the most of every
resource to feed an ever-growing population. Projections show that the world’s
population will grow by more than one billion people by 2030. It is essential to
continue the establishment of a reliable food supply; as a result, growers will
need to make the most of every resource available to them to help achieve
food and fiber security and sustainability.

2030
8.5 billion

2050

Of course, water is a critical resource to grow a sufficient amount of healthy
crops to address this need. With increased water regulations, constraints on
fresh water supplies, and rising environmental concerns, “smart irrigation”
must be a key part of sustainable agricultural production.1

9.7 billion

Data from FAO 2050 “A third more mouths
to feed.” http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/
item/35571/icode/

While flood and drip irrigation can lead to improved yields, mechanized
irrigation – also known as center pivot and linear irrigation – may be the most
efficient technology available today, and Valley Irrigation is continually working
to develop new ways to help growers make the most of every drop of water.

1

“Investments in Irrigation for Global Food Security.” International Food Policy Research Institute. Research Program on
Water, Land and Ecosystems. IFPRI Policy Note, January 2017.
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Source: http://www.pnas.org/content/110/31/12513.full. The case for distributed irrigation as a development priority
in sub-Saharan Africa; Jennifer A. Burney a’1, Rosamond L. Naylor b, and Sandra L. Postel c,d; Edited by Pedro A.
Sanchez, Columbia University, Palisades, NY.
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“Food for all.” World food summit. Agricultural machinery worldwide. www.fao.org

Bringing Irrigation to New Places
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So, while implementing mechanized irrigation may seem to be a
significant investment, it can quickly provide a positive return on
input by improving productivity on every acre, increasing yields and
improving crop quality. Increasing the number of irrigated acres
would certainly improve profitability, it could also exponentially
increase the world’s food and fiber supply.

280%

300%

Cotton

In fact, less than 20% of the world’s harvested land is irrigated,
but it’s those irrigated acres that generate 40% of global food
production.1 According to the United Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization, irrigated farms can produce 100-400% higher yields
for most crops compared to dryland farming.3

Percent Increases in Yields
over Dryland Farming

Alfalfa

Some of the areas with the highest projected population growth
are also the least irrigated. That means the land isn’t producing
to its full potential. For example, in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA),
only 4% of agricultural land is irrigated. Although an estimated 40
million hectares (99 million acres) are suitable for irrigation, only 7.3
million hectares (18 million acres) are actually irrigated, and the vast
majority of this irrigated land is concentrated in just four countries:
Madagascar, Nigeria, South Africa and Sudan.2

Data from FAO Irrigation and Drainage Paper #33, “Yield response to
water.” http://www.fao.org/ag/AGL/aglw/cropwater/parta.stm

How does pivot irrigation do all this? It’s driven by uniformity,
efficiency and reliability.

Uniformity

Efficiency

Reliability

Sprinkler packages can be
designed to maximize uniformity
for varying field conditions such
as terrain, crops, soil types and
climate conditions. With proper
sprinkler package design and
management center pivot irrigation
can apply water with over 90%
application uniformity. That means
every plant under a pivot benefits
from the proper amount of water,
resulting in improved yield and
crop quality.

Other types of irrigation methods
waste a great deal of water,
but pivots provide growers
more control, allowing them
to use about half as much
water as they would with flood
irrigation. Center pivot irrigation
is the most efficient method of
delivering water, reaching 95%
application efficiency or greater,
depending on sprinkler package
design, irrigation scheduling and
agronomic practices.3

Today’s pivots are extremely
durable and reliable. Each Valley
machine is engineered and built
to last for decades with regular
maintenance, even on rough
terrain and in tough conditions.
This means your investment can
be spread out over more years
of use along with minimizing the
expense of repairs – maximizing
your up-time during the heat of
any growing season.
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“A wealth of technologies is now at our disposal for boosting yields of
the world’s key staple crops, in order to face the large demands on our
food supplies by 2050. A major question we face is how to target these
investments. Decisions over the development and adoption of specific
agricultural technologies and practices will affect production, food security,
trade and environmental quality in developing countries and across the
world for decades to come.”
Mark Rosegrant
International Food Policy Research Institute
International Irrigation Management Institute

Growers can have as much control over their irrigation machines as they need or
want with smart control technology. Growers now have the capability to manage
the water they apply with more precision than ever, unlike other methods of
irrigation. Utilizing pivots and linear irrigation technology, precise prescriptions can
direct the water in varying amounts right in the areas that the crop and soil require.
With VRI prescription software, the grower can create a plan based on topography,
soil data maps, yield data and other user-defined field information. Taking this data
into account in a VRI prescription provides better nutrient management and crop
uniformity – all while saving water. In a 2010 field study, the use of VRI addressed
field variability, and light textured soils yielded well, even in a dry year. Also, 12%
less water was applied by using the VRI prescription across the field, reducing
water and energy use.*

Technology Provides Added Control
Time management is also a major
consideration. When growers spend less
time managing pivots, they can focus
their efforts on other areas in their farming
operation, making irrigation management
easier and gaining back quality time
with family. Today’s control technologies
allow growers to program their irrigation
machines at the pivot point or remotely.
Then, growers can see what’s happening
in their fields from a desktop, smartphone
or tablet remotely, reducing the number of
trips to the field. They also have the ability
to set up alerts so they are always in touch
with their pivots…anytime, anywhere.

*Variable Rate Irrigation 2010 Field Results for Center Plains Conference. Jacob L. LaRue, Valmont Irrigation.
http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/irrigate/OOW/P11/Larue11.pdf
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ADVANTAGE:
VALLEY PIVOT
IRRIGATION
Dryland. Drip irrigation. Flood irrigation. Center pivots.
Growers have many options to supply their crops with the
water needed. However, the choice in the type of irrigation
method can lead to drastically different ROI.

Irrigating Dryland
Farming without irrigation forces growers
to depend on Mother Nature for sufficient
rainfall, which can prove to be unpredictable
at best. Even areas that have adequate
annual rainfall and productive soil can see
great benefits from irrigation. Delivering water
to the plant when it’s needed the most is a
great advantage.
When plants receive the proper amount
of water and nutrients at the right time,
production improves and growers benefit
from higher yields.

One Grower’s Experience
Terry McClure is a fifth-generation farmer in northwest Ohio, where the richness
of the land shows in the darkness of the soil and where rain is usually plentiful.
From planting seeds to harvesting the yield, the relatively short lifecycle of the corn,
soybeans and wheat they grow is marked by specific milestones dictated by water
application, to indicate the health of the overall yield.
Even so, there are dry years, and they often don’t get rainfall at the time they need it
most. They installed three Valley center pivots, and after just two growing seasons,
they could see clear benefits.
They put down a quick interval of water at precise moments when the seed of the
plants need it most, making sure each plant hits its growth milestones.
“Wheat usually gets starved a little bit for water during corn and bean planting time,
which is normally a fairly dry time,” McClure says. “We are able to add water to it,
then give it that last watering it needs.”
McClure says they water all of their different crops right after planting to make sure
the seed germinates as quickly and evenly as possible.
“As the world population grows, we see this as an opportunity to take the same
land and get more out of that crop,” he says.

valleyirrigation.com
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ADVANTAGES OF
MECHANIZED IRRIGATION
Over Flood or Drip Irrigation

Mechanized Irrigation
Fortunately, mechanized irrigation addresses the complications that can come with both flood and drip irrigation methods.
 Precision
Mechanized irrigation gives growers the ability to uniformly
apply the correct amount of water at the right time.
 Labor and time savings
One person can run multiple machines covering thousands
of acres. There is no need to spend hours walking the fields
every day, because it requires only 30-40% of the labor
needed to operate drip installations.

 Germination
Mechanized irrigation can be used for quick and easy
germination of all crops ensuring the best possible plant
population to get the crop started right. It also activates preemergence herbicides which not possible with flood or SDI.
 Fertigation
Application of fertilizers and crop production products can
be applied through the irrigation machine, precisely and
easily when the crops need it.

 Simple maintenance
Maintenance is very simple and low-cost. The average
annual cost to maintain a drip system is 7-10% of the
initial investment. Maintenance of mechanized irrigation
machines is 1% of the purchase price per 1,000 operating
hours each year.

 Crop rotation
Provides the ability to irrigate multiple types of crops
without making changes to the equipment every year.
Also, one mechanized irrigation machine can accommodate
multiple crops.

 Versatility in water source
With mechanized irrigation, a grower can irrigate with any
water that’s available, from well and river water to runoff
and reuse water. Mechanized irrigation can easily use these
water sources, whereas SDI (subsurface drip irrigation) may
require extensive filtration and routine chemical applications.

 Greater ROI
Mechanized irrigation can last more than 25-35 years with
proper use and maintenance, and it retains its value. Plus,
with savings on inputs like water and electricity, labor and
time, along with an increase in yields and crop quality, the
return on input can happen in just a few growing seasons.

 Water efficiency
Mechanized irrigation saves money and conserves water
by giving operators the control to apply precise amounts of
water to crops only when they require it. Utilizing variable
rate irrigation (VRI) is not economically possible for SDI.

 Soil protection and retention
Mechanized irrigation installation requires no tillage or
furrowing, so the soil can stay where it’s needed. It not only
reduces salinity buildup, but also it can apply water to flush
salts below the root zone, without water-logging the soil.

Flood Irrigation
Traditional flood irrigation (also known as furrow or surface
irrigation) is exactly what it sounds like – intentionally flooding the
field to irrigate the crops. Because it’s a low-tech way to irrigate
the crop, it also wastes water, can lead to over-watering, and
often results in runoff. Flood irrigation also contributes to salinity in
the soil, which can damage land and diminish potential yields.
The biggest downside of using flood irrigation is the amount of
water that it requires. Because large amounts of water are applied
to massive areas of land, the efficiency of this method can be
extremely low in the 40-50% range. Soil and plants simply can’t
absorb water quickly enough to take advantage of the available
water, so much of the water pushes quickly down past the roots,
and wastes valuable resources.

Initial Investment Cost Comparison
$1,796

Drip Irrigation
Drip irrigation is certainly more efficient than flood irrigation, and
wastes less water than flood. It allows water to drip out from
small emitters directly onto or into the soil – commonly known as
SDI getting water where it should be most beneficial.
However, drip irrigation is an expensive technology to install, and
very labor-intensive. Irrigation operators must inspect emitters
frequently, flush filters to help avoid clogging and ensure leaks
and plugged emitters are not affecting uniformity. Add to that,
the laborious task of repairing damaged lines due to destruction
caused by rodents which are almost impossible to eradicate. Drip
irrigation can also lead to a build-up of salinity in the root zone.

Cost per Acre (in U.S. dollars)
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(Based on a 125 acre center pivot)
Data from Dumler, Troy J.; O’Brien, Daniel M.; and Rogers,
Danny H. “Irrigation Capital Requirements and Energy Costs,”
Kansas State University, December 2011.
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A Pivot to Fit Any Field
While a pivot provides uniform water application, there is no such thing as a completely uniform farm field. With so
many sizes, shapes and terrains to handle, there can’t be a one-size-fits-all irrigation machine. That’s why Valley has
many choices in quality span lengths, giving growers more ways to optimize and customize their machine design to
specific field conditions.
Valley pivots are designed, engineered, constructed and field-tested to handle all kinds of operating stresses. Spans
range in length from 136 feet to 225 feet, with a maximum machine length of 2,800 feet. Each span is hot-dipped
galvanized steel, which is designed to stand up to the elements and provide years of corrosion-free service.
Valley continues to offer irrigation systems and equipment to meet the requirements of modern agriculture around the
world. Some of the crops well-suited for mechanized irrigation include; corn, soybeans, small grains, cotton, fruits,
nuts, sunflowers, sugarcane, legumes, rice and cover crops.

Over 12 million
pounds of steel
galvanized per
month

Global
distribution
strength

Fabricating a
piece of angle
every 15 seconds

18,000 couplers
welded to tube
per week

Each component
is hot-dip
galvanized

Water application
management
focused on pure
precision

Sometimes, growers use wastewater, process water or
water with high or low pH to water their fields. Some
add crop-protection or soil amendment products to
create a healthier growing environment. Any of these
can corrode even the toughest galvanized pipe. In these
cases, growers can choose to install PolySpan® pipe, a
polyethylene liner that is installed inside the span pipe
that protects against the effects of corrosive liquid. It is
available in most Valley products.

Intuitive Valley ICON®
smart panels with
four models to fit
any operation

Self-sustaining
coatings applied to
each component to
withstand the elements

Producing 80 feet
of tube per minute
with continuous
feeds of coil

More than 1,500
Made in the USA
Valley gearboxes
each day

Structural strength
to stand up to the
toughest loads
and terrains
valleyirrigation.com
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PRECISION
THROUGH THE
INTERNET OF
THINGS (IoT)

Like nearly every aspect of life, irrigation is also a part of
the Internet of Things (IoT) on the farm. The IoT refers
to any physical thing that is connected to the Internet.
From smartphones to security systems to televisions,
the IoT is connecting people and technology in new
ways every day, and is now more than ever entrenched
into the agricultural environment.
Valley is a company driven by innovation, making
everyday life easier on the farm by developing
technologies that give growers back their time while
staying connected to the farm.

Smart Connections
We’ve been at the forefront of bringing the IoT to agriculture since the 1990s.
That’s when we first introduced BaseStation, a computer program that helps
growers make irrigation management decisions based on input about the field.
Since then, Valley has continued to develop technology to help growers integrate
all of their data to better manage and control their irrigation. Through two
additional generations of BaseStation (BaseStation2 and BaseStation3™), and
strategic partnerships with agricultural technology companies AgSense® and
Trimble®, connection and precision is defining the future of irrigation.

Smart Panels
The Valley ICON series of smart panels is
truly connecting physical irrigation to the
IoT. Growers can control and manage their
irrigation machines through smartphones,
tablets and personal computers. They can
take complete control, without ever leaving
the home or office.
Valley ICON smart panels collect valuable
data that can help growers make informed
decisions for future growing seasons. Each
Valley ICON smart panel is equipped with
BaseStation3 and AgSense technology, which
allows the panel to share data with other
platforms. With all their data in one platform,
growers can not only make informed,
actionable decisions about irrigation, but also
make smart choices about everything from
seeds to chemical applications and agronomy
to weather patterns.

valleyirrigation.com
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STRUCTURAL
STRENGTH WITH
SOLID RETURNS
Investing in center pivot irrigation is a sure way to get a solid
return on your inputs, increase yields and provide better quality in
practically any type of crop. It makes it simple to use water and
power more efficiently, and requires less labor than any other type
of irrigation method.
All Valley equipment is durable, reliable and built to last, so
growers can see a substantial return on that initial investment over
and over again.
The structural integrity of a Valley pivot is the result of careful
engineering and manufacturing practices. The unique design
uses vertical support members and diagonal tubular bases, which
eliminates the high stresses and strains from the pipeline. The
truss angles and rods are standardized so they’re easy to install
and service. The pivot assembly, pipeline, drive units and bracing
are all protected with high-quality galvanizing.

Valley machines have the most reliable drive trains in the business. The drive
train is comprised of a wheel gearbox and mechanized center drive. The
Valley gearbox is manufactured in the USA, and we test each one before it
leaves the factory. Our gearboxes are known as the most dependable and
durable throughout the industry. The center drive has a long-lasting, reliable
motor with extra-large intermediate gear bearings for longer life.

Accelerated Structural Life Cycle Test Comparison

Operation Costs of
Flood vs. Center Pivot Irrigation
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Relative Span Life Based on Cycle Tests

 Valley 8000 series

 Major competitor’s structures

Valmont Irrigation tests certified by independent consultant
Dr. James D. Summers, P.E., 2003.
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Data from “Nebraska Crop Budgets, 2010.”
http://extension.unl.edu/publications
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Unsurpassed Service from
the Global Valley Network
The Valley dealer network is the most extensive team in the mechanized irrigation industry. You
can find them around the world, and they are often seen as a grower’s most valuable resource.
Our Valley dealers are your partners – they find new ways to irrigate those difficult acres, make
an operation more efficient, discover new practices for conserving resources, deliver a return
on inputs and make life simpler through technology.
The bottom line: Your Valley dealer can help you achieve a higher return on input with top-ofthe-line irrigation equipment and technology. Call your Valley dealer today.

See your local authorized Valley dealer for complete details.
©2017 Valmont Industries, Inc., Valley, NE 68064 USA. All rights reserved. Valmont® Irrigation has a policy of continuous product improvement and development. As a result, certain changes in
standard equipment, options, price, etc. may have occurred after the publication of this brochure. Some photographs and specifications may not be identical to current production. Your local Valley®
dealer is your best source for up-to-date information. Valmont Irrigation reserves the right to change product design and specifications at any time without incurring obligations.
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